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Optimising the Hybrid PMO
Practical Training for PMO Practitioners

How is the Hybrid PMO different to
the traditional PMO?
There is more choice than ever around which methodology or
delivery framework is the ‘right one’. The truth is that most
organisations now deliver a mix of product and project based
initiatives in a variety of ways. Product based initiatives
naturally lend themselves to more agile based delivery methods
like SCRUM, SAFe and Disciplined Agile. Often these Agile methods are used alongside an SDLC or a more traditional Project
Management Framework.
This mix of delivery methods can make life difficult for PMOs.
Leadership teams want data and delivery assurance regardless
of delivery method and so PMOs have to flex their requirements
in order to be able to satisfy reporting needs.
In this two day course, we will explore how to define and
implement the guideline processes that will give you the right
tools and techniques to support every type of project delivered
under any type of framework.
Course Obectives
At the conclusion of this course, delegates will be able to:
* Establish the appropriate blend of governance and controls for
each type of project or initiative
* Develop processes and work instructions to enable a
standarised approach to delivering projects and initiatives
* Drive consistency with both delivery teams and senior
stakeholders

Why Choose Pledge Consulting’s
Hybrid PMO Training?
We provide practical training based not only on theories, but on
our experience of working with high performing Australian public
and private sector organsiations.

We will show you how to avoid the common challenges and pitfalls
of delivering hybrid style projects and highlight why the PMO is a
pivotal part of any high performing project delivery organisation,
including in a product or Agile environment.
Covering governance models, performance metrics, tools and
cultural aspects of the change. We will leave you fully equiped to
meet the challenges of high performance hybrid PMO.

Our Trainers our certified trainers AND practitioners, giving you
the best of all worlds in the training environment.

About Pledge Consulting
Pledge Consulting are specialists in PMO and project delivery support
and for more than 10 years we have supported large corporations and
government agencies to increase their maturity around delivering
projects. Providing consulting support, resourcing solutions, training
and capability support – our specialist expertise means we are uniquely
placed to offer training and professional development programs.
We are passionate about uplifting the standard of project management
for both individuals and organisations, and, as well as our catalogue of
advisory services we also hold regular PMO and project management
focused knowledge sharing events both on-line and face to face.

Delivery Methods
In Person - Online - Hybrid
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